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I, MONICA FORRESTER, of the City of Toronto in the Province of Ontario
AFFIRM THAT:
1.

I am an applicant in the above-captioned matter. I have knowledge of the matters

to which I hereinafter depose, except for where expressly stated to be based on information
and belief, which I believe to be true.
2.

I make this Affidavit in support of the Application that ss. 213(1), 213(1.1),

286.1(1), 286.2(1), 286.3(1), and 286.4 of the Criminal Code be declared unconstitutional.
Background
3.

I am a Black and Indigenous 2Spirit trans woman. I have roots in Curve Lake First

Nation, and was apprehended into the child welfare system as part of the Sixties Scoop in
1969. I have been involved in the sex industry for over 35 years. I became engaged in sex
work when I was eighteen, when I exchanged sex for places to live and items to support
me. Many 2Spirit, lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, queer, questioning, intersex, and asexual
(“2SLGBTQQIA”) people enter sex work at a young age – to make a living, pay bills,
secure housing, and pay for gender affirming surgeries.
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I work at Maggie’s Toronto Sex Worker Action Project, and I founded Trans Pride

Toronto in 2004 to support marginalized, racialized, and sex working community
members. Trans Pride Toronto continues to deliver services to this day. I am also a
community educator, where I educate the public on the ways that the criminal laws shape
the lives of sex workers, the importance of decriminalizing sex work to improve sex
workers’ lives, the need to increase sex workers’ access to services, and the power of
destigmatizing sex work. My work in this area has been recognized by the Native
Women’s Resource Centre of Toronto, which presented me with a 2015 Minaake Award.
5.

In addition to these roles, I work part-time as a sex worker to supplement my

income. I currently split my time evenly between working on the streets and indoors. I
have also previously worked through stripping, camming, and massage.
Supporting Sex Workers Through Maggie’s
6.

I work as the Program Manager of Outreach Services and Indigenous Programs at

Maggie’s. In this role, I create programs that reflect the needs of the community, including
those specific to Indigenous sex workers. I have been running these programs for more
than fourteen years.
7.

I also work with Maggie’s outreach team, where I make sure that people are safe

while working, and offer them harm reduction supplies. Between this outreach work and
the Indigenous-specific programming that I lead, I come into contact with an average of
150 Indigenous sex workers each week.
8.

At Maggie’s, I regularly host community consultations to understand sex workers’

evolving needs, which often include improving access to peer support, counselling,
housing, and healthcare. These consultations inform the programming that I lead for
Indigenous sex workers at Maggie’s. This includes the Indigenous Drum Group,
coordinating events with Elders and speakers, and facilitating sharing circles to support
our community. This programming fosters a sense of community and safety among
Indigenous sex workers. Many have moved away from their communities to Toronto.
Maggie’s provides a place for Indigenous sex workers to talk about their challenges at
work, and to connect with each other as a means of empowerment.
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While our Indigenous-specific programming usually takes place in person, we

have moved service delivery online during the COVID-19 pandemic. This ensures that
sex workers have seamless access to cultural programming like beading, drumming, and
spiritual supports. While formal programming shifted online, we continued with our
regular outreach work throughout the pandemic.
10.

My work at Maggie’s provides critical services to sex workers. These services are

even more important under the Protection of Communities and Exploited Persons Act (the
“PCEPA”), as violence against us has become normalized and part of our daily
experiences. Violence is the consequence of sex workers being unable to maintain the
tools that are essential to our safety. At Maggie’s, sex workers report all forms of violence
while working – including physical violence like attacks with weapons, bats, and knives,
chocking, and sexual assault.
11.

For example, in about 2018, one of the sex workers that I work with at Maggie’s

was sexually assaulted and strangled by a client while providing sexual services at a hotel.
Despite the brutal violence by a client towards this sex worker, when she reported the
incident to police, she was instead charged because she had scissors in her workspace.
This is a common reality for sex workers that I work with – despite experiencing violence
at work, they are the ones who are charged by police. As a result, sex workers often do
not report to police because they fear their experiences will be dismissed and replaced
with their own criminalization.
The PCEPA Creates Specific Harms for BIPOC Sex Workers
12.

Through my work at Maggie’s, I have also gained a deep understanding of the

daily realities of sex workers. Sex workers who identify as Black, Indigenous, and persons
of colour (“BIPOC”) are often visible to police because they are insecurely housed or
experience homelessness and live in poverty. This allows police to target the areas where
they live and work, in the name of enforcing the law.
13.

Often, these communities have less privilege than other groups in society, and may

have limited access to other work opportunities. Sex work is not a job that requires identity
documents or previous work experience, and it does not create the same barriers related
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myself and many of the sex workers that I work with entered the industry.
14.

At Maggie’s, Indigenous sex workers often tell me that they enter the sex industry

to better their outcomes. Some use it as means to secure the basic necessities, like food for
their children or money for rent. Others become involved temporarily, as a way to pay for
things like school. Indigenous sex workers frequently tell me that sex work is a way to get
out of poverty. Like me, many of these workers remain engaged because of the benefits,
stability, and flexible work arrangements that sex work provides.
15.

While the PCEPA claims to protect vulnerable populations like Indigenous

women, girls, and 2Spirit, it actually fosters harm, stigma, and the criminalization of
Indigenous sex workers. Since the PCEPA became law, Indigenous sex workers now feel
more targeted by police, who assume that they are being trafficked. Police often assume
that the partners of Indigenous sex workers are traffickers. If Indigenous sex workers are
seeking help from the police and disclose that they are not being trafficked, police often
disengage from addressing their safety concerns. I have seen these consequences of the
PCEPA first hand.
16.

The PCEPA also reduces Indigenous sex workers’ ability to obtain assistance from

outreach workers, as it displaces us into isolated areas removed from police presence,
where we are forced to find different ways to work. This removes any safety net that
Indigenous sex workers may have while working, as we are at a distance from police,
community members, and outreach workers who provide supports, harm reduction
supplies, safer sex supplies, and warnings about any concerning activity in the community.
17.

Indigenous people value community. But the PCEPA prohibits Indigenous sex

workers from working together – which creates a tremendous loss of community and
connection. I have a real sense of absence when I am forced to set out alone; it feels
unnatural to be so isolated. This isolation puts a target on my back and on the backs of
other sex workers, exposing us to violent predators who know that we have to work alone.
18.

The criminalization of sex workers also exacerbates the deeply entrenched

stereotypes that Indigenous women are sexually available to anyone, alcoholics and drug
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existing stereotypes combined with the conditions fostered by the PCEPA affirm the
widespread notion that Indigenous women are disposable and deserving of violence. This
reinforced exclusion prevents us from accessing services that we need to potentially save
our lives. For example, many service providers have refused assistance when we identify
as sex workers, and police are often not an option because of our fear of criminalization.
19.

The same misconceptions that exclude Indigenous sex workers from accessing

supports also fuel the idea that sex work contributes to the magnitude of missing and
murdered Indigenous women, girls, and 2Spirit (“MMIWG2S”). This is simply
inaccurate, and has violent and potentially deadly consequences for Indigenous women,
girls, and 2Spirit. Engagement in sex work is not the reason for the frequency of
MMIWG2S across Canada – it is the legal conditions governing sex work – including
those created by the PCEPA – which foster danger and violence for Indigenous sex
workers.
20.

We must always remember our sisters who have been taken from us. But we also

have to prevent more members of our community from going missing – which is difficult
to achieve under the harmful realities that are created by the PCEPA. The current laws
actually allow predators to prey on sex workers who work in isolated spaces, by changing
the way that we work and where we work. Despite its name, the PCEPA does anything
but protect Indigenous sex workers.
The PCEPA Enables Police Brutality Towards Sex Workers
21.

I have engaged in community work to try to address the barriers that sex workers

incur when interacting with the police. I was part of the Toronto Police Services Internal
Review Team for the Bruce McArthur case, where I identified gaps in policing including
missing persons investigations and police responses to violence against sex workers.
22.

Police have always treated me like a criminal – even before they know me or hear

my story. When I work in public spaces, it is common for police to ask me questions, card
me, and approach me under the assumption that I am engaged in criminal activity. Police
have mocked me, laughed at me, dehumanized me, and humiliated me while working.
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I have been treated as less than human. I feel like the police will do anything to take away
from my gender, work, and humanity.
23.

The stigma against sex workers perpetuates the idea that we are victims of sex

work, while at the same time, contributes to us not being taken seriously when we
experience abuse. Police do not listen when sex workers report violence, and action is
rarely taken in response to our concerns. I have observed the police making assumptions
about missing persons who are street-based sex workers, asserting that they are just
transient sex workers who could be anywhere, and insisting they are not in danger. It seems
like police dismiss any risks to sex workers, because of what we do for work.
24.

The dismissal of sex workers’ concerns by police is particularly visible towards

Indigenous sex workers. Predators know Indigenous sex workers will not seek police
assistance when in danger, which can make us an even bigger target of violence. Despite
the heightened threats incurred by Indigenous sex workers, the lack of interest in our safety
normalizes violence against us. The disregard for Indigenous lives often means that no
one is held accountable when violent experiences occur.
25.

In or about the fall 2017, for example, an individual approached me with a knife

while I was working. The individual screamed at me: “I will stab you to death” and ran
after me. He threatened to kill me. I was terrified. I ran to the corner to hide. I had to
quickly think about whether I should call the police. But I do not usually call the police
when I am concerned about my safety, as I have found that the police do not believe me.
26.

Running from a man with a knife, I feared for my life, even though I was in my

place of work. I ended up phoning the police. I had thought that the police were supposed
to arrive immediately when there is a threat of violence with a weapon. That was not the
case. It took them six hours to show up – more than enough time for me to have been
seriously injured or worse. Thankfully, I was able to escape, and I was not physically hurt.
27.

When the police arrived, they dismissed my concerns and told me that they could

not guarantee that anything would come from their investigation. There was no follow up
on my case. No offer of resources to cope with a traumatic experience. No check in to see
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the police did not investigate it. Absolutely nothing came from phoning the police. I was
upset by how little the police cared about the fact that a man had chased me with a knife,
and I was scared that no one would stop him if he did it again.
28.

Two months later, a police officer left me a voicemail stating that they closed the

case. Just like that. There was no further explanation. I continue to live in fear of this
individual, who lives in my community. I complained about the little effort that the police
had made to investigate my complaint. A copy of the Informal Resolution Agreement from
the Office of the Independent Police Review Director, dated September 14, 2018, is
attached as Exhibit “A”.
29.

Because the police did nothing to apprehend my attacker, I have to look over my

shoulder every day, as the attacker remains in my community. I have told the police but
they said there is nothing that they can do about it. The police do not believe people like
me. If sex work were decriminalized, we could enjoy the same protections as other
workplaces and build a relationship with the police. Decriminalization would position us
to be taken seriously by police when we report threats to our safety. It would also allow
sex workers to feel more comfortable reporting incidents of violence at work. This would
be a stark contrast from the current norm, where our reports of violence are dismissed.
30.

Until then, sex workers will continue to work with constant risks of violence

because the laws and police treat our lives as unworthy of protection. The PCEPA enables
conditions where we are forced to put our lives at risk every day just to do our job.
Perpetrators of violence are able to target us and get away with it.
The PCEPA Prevents Sex Workers From Adopting Screening Measures
31.

Under the PCEPA, the criminalization of sex work is more severe than before.

Now, clients fear detection by police, which impacts my ability to communicate with
them. This makes our engagements riskier. I cannot negotiate prices and services with
clients, especially in public spaces, because the police might show up. The fear of the
police rushes my initial encounters with potential clients, forcing me to forego most
screening measures and diminishes my ability to give informed consent. Now, when I
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client or if something bad will happen to me.
32.

Talking to clients in advance of our engagement is essential to my ability to screen

them. My preferred practice is to spend some time speaking to clients to assess how they
make me feel or if they show any troubling signs. When I am not rushed, my instincts are
usually accurate. But I need the time to properly screen clients and their cars to determine
if I feel safe to engage with them. Sex workers are able to effectively make these judgment
calls, but only so long as we implement appropriate screening measures.
33.

Under the PCEPA, however, I cannot screen clients to determine whether I feel

comfortable with them. I have noticed that many clients have anxiety and nerves when
meeting me, as they want to minimize the time they are visible with me. This often leads
to more hostile behaviours, such as refusing to negotiate in advance of our engagement.
My clients have expressed their fear of criminalization to me – which I can also sense in
our interactions. This results in sex workers also experiencing fear and anxiety, as we can
sense aggression in clients and are forced to rush screening and negotiations.
34.

When working on the street, clients will approach me and share a hand signal

indicating that they want to see me. Before the PCEPA, I would have had a chance to
make a decision about the person talking to me. Now, I have to make a split-second
decision to see the client or not, by providing them with a signal in response. I have to
engage in these subtle signals because under the PCEPA, stopping a car to offer sexual
services is illegal. This makes it nearly impossible to communicate, as I am always
nervous about being arrested by the police while trying to screen a client. My goal is to
try to maintain invisibility while working. Sometimes, I have to get into the car before
saying a single word to the potential client. But these kind of rushed encounters – jumping
into cars blind – expose sex workers to considerable danger and allow us to get hurt.
35.

For example, in about 2018, I quickly jumped into a car with a client. We did not

communicate, as we were trying to be discreet. There was nothing I could do to evaluate
him. When I got into his car and closed the door, he immediately drove off. He drove
around the corner, and continued to drive down the next street. Before we said a word to
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could not escape his hands. I asked him to stop the car and let me go, but he did not stop.
36.

I started yelling and screaming “help me, help me!” I was in a very dark residential

area in the middle of the night. There were no street lights. And there was no traffic. No
one was around. Just me and the client. I then opened the car door as I thought that would
make him stop the car. But it did not. I continued to scream at the top of my lungs. I was
literally hanging out of the moving car, while he continued to hold my crotch. My body
was hitting the side of the car. He eventually let go, and I fell out of the car. No one was
around to help me. There were lacerations all over my arms from trying to escape.
37.

I did not feel like I could report this incident to the police, because when I fell out

of the car, he threatened to say that I stole from him. Even though I did not steal from him,
I knew that I would never be believed by police. The same man did the same thing to a
friend of mine shortly thereafter. He is still in the community. These are the kinds of
people who prey on sex workers, and the PCEPA allows them to be violent. Many
predators are still out there, because sex workers are so reluctant to report violence to the
police. These predators continue to prey on sex workers because the PCEPA prevents us
from taking basic measures to screen our clients. I was needlessly hurt because of these
provisions, and I have to live with that.
38.

Situations like this happen when I am unable to thoroughly assess a client and any

potential red flags or dangers. Under the PCEPA, I cannot even scan a car to ensure that
there are no weapons. Once I enter the car, clients immediately drive away to avoid
detection. I sometimes have no idea what I have stepped into or where we are driving. Our
engagements usually occur in the car, outside, or at either of our homes. We usually only
start discussing expectations of our engagement once we are on the way to our destination.
I have often not even been able to negotiate price, which can lead to confusion, arguments,
and further hostility.
39.

Even if the price has been quickly agreed upon before entering a car, the scope of

service is rarely discussed. This means that important discussions like which sexual acts
will take place, whether a condom will be used, and other important terms are not talked
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about until we are alone in a car – often in an isolated space. Each topic requiring
discussion creates a risk of potential toxicity and aggression, as we may have a
disagreement. It also sets sex workers up to not be paid, which can waste significant
periods of time while working and result in a loss of vital income. All of these risks would
be avoided if we could talk openly to one another and negotiate terms from the outset. The
laws force me to risk my health, safety, and well-being just to do my job. The laws need
to change to allow sex workers to screen clients, negotiate terms, and – most of all – allow
us to perform our work in a safe environment.
The PCEPA Fosters Dangerous Working Conditions for Sex Workers
40.

The PCEPA has displaced sex workers from our typically comfortable areas of

work. I am no longer able to work safely in the public spaces that are familiar to me where
I know other sex workers and locals. The realities of surveillance by police and the public
force me to work in isolated, unfamiliar areas, where I see clients who I do not know rather
than regulars. This displacement of my work often leaves me forced to work alone and in
the dark.
41.

I always try to design my engagements with clients based on the people and spaces

around me. For example, I would prefer to bring new clients to public spaces that I feel
safer in or where I know other sex workers are, so that I know that others are around should
I need assistance. But clients often express that they fear criminalization, which causes
them to insist on moving to isolated spaces. This makes me feel less safe, as I am unable
to engage with anyone to tell them where I am, where I am going, or have them check in
with me if I happen to engage with a bad client.
42.

The law forces sex workers into these type of environments. The PCEPA initially

pushed my work into residential areas away from busy urban spaces as client sought to
avoid the police. Some residents told me that they felt safer when I worked on their street
because they know that sex workers look out for everyone. I am respectful of the public
spaces that I work and live in, and like other sex workers, there were places that I had
become part of the fabric of the neighbourhood. I value having relationships with
neighbours and others in the area. But this has become challenging under the PCEPA.
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43.

Although I had initially been displaced to residential areas, the police had followed

the sex workers. The police were waiting for my clients, and often they were also waiting
for me, too. It was now an offence to flag down a car carrying a potential client, or to
offer my services anywhere near a park. Some residents became less friendly and more
quick to call police as they do not want sex workers operating near their homes. Public
reporting is even more aggressive for BIPOC and/or trans sex workers. This pushed sex
workers into isolated industrial areas, which seem to be the only space where we can avoid
intense surveillance by the public and police. Clients have made the move too, seeking to
avoid criminal detection. But it is scary to be working out there alone.
44.

In one instance, I was in a car with a client who was physically aggressive. During

our engagement, the client forcefully punched me in the head. I was alone with the client,
and did not have anyone to turn to. I remember the surprise of being struck, followed by
the pain. I was lucky, in a way, because although I was hurt I am still alive. But this is just
one example of the many threats to sex workers’ safety when our work is criminalized.
45.

There is nothing inherently violent about sex work. But the criminalization of sex

work unnecessarily pushes sex workers into spaces where we are easy targets for
predators, and it cuts us off from police protection. I think back on being punched in the
head and I think about what I could have done differently. But I have come to the
conclusion that the criminalization of my work just stacked the deck against me, and I fear
that I will continue to experience violence until my work is decriminalized.
46.

Being pushed to isolated, often industrial spaces leaves sex workers with nowhere

to go to seek refuge or safety if an encounter escalates. To make matters worse, I end up
working in areas where only cis-gender women work, which sets me up for violence and
transphobia from potential clients who are looking for cis-gender women. Under the
PCEPA, I am at a heightened risk of violence because in addition to foregoing screening
measures and advance negotiation, there is no time to establish my gender identity at the
outset of an interaction.
47.

The bad clients tend to be few and far between. But they’ve been more frequent

in the years since the PCEPA was introduced. The PCEPA lets clients take advantage of
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sex workers and assert power, demand control, and inflict aggression. Violence is not the
norm when I have worked in a safe environment. But I am forced to work alone and in
isolated areas, and as a result, I am set up to meet bad clients without a safety net.
48.

Sex workers need working conditions and environments that are safe, secure, and

less isolated. We need to be able to work in spaces that are connected to other people and
places where we can access safe spaces if needed. We need to be able to access services,
goods, networks, and supports that are provided within the community.
The PCEPA Prevents Sex Workers From Working with Third Parties to Advance
Safety
49.

Before the PCEPA, I worked as a third-party provider, where I provided

bookkeeping and advertising services to other sex workers. This included creating
advertisements for their sexual services, communicating with clients on their behalf, and
implementing screening measures. The sex workers that I worked with often shared that
my third party services were helpful in promoting their safety.
50.

Third parties offer support to sex workers in many different ways. I have observed

third parties provide practical assistance during encounters, such as obtaining identifying
information from potential clients, managing the time when clients are able to visit with a
sex worker, and monitoring services. Third parties can also stock inventory to ensure
constant access to safe sex and personal hygiene supplies, and assess locations to
determine if they are safe to work from.
51.

When working on the street, third parties take down licence plates and client

descriptions, offer to accompany sex workers and make follow-up calls, provide general
surveillance, and watch out for sex workers. When working indoors, third parties manage
clients entering and exiting, maintain surveillance cameras, manage inventory, use
advertising websites to screen clients, and manage communications and negotiations.
52.

Third parties have assisted me with screening and monitoring – techniques that go

a long way in establishing safe working conditions. Working with a third party like a
bodyguard would allow me to work more comfortably, as their presence would deter and
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prevent violence and theft. Third parties make this work safer, but are prohibited under
the PCEPA.
53.

The implementation of the PCEPA and the negative attention around sex work has

also made sex workers, including myself, fearful of criminalization as a third party.
Sometimes, I have other sex workers come into a car with me so that I am not alone with
a client. I only do this in limited circumstances and have to be very careful because I may
attract police attention or be viewed as breaking the law. Sex workers cannot even stand
together in a crowd while working because we fear police will criminalize us.
54.

Under the PCEPA, third parties have shared that they do not want to work with us.

Third parties have advised our community that they fear being charged with trafficking
and third party offenses related to sex work. That kind of criminalization harms sex
workers; it prevents us from having access to the most basic protections to keep us safe –
through the design of the law. I feel like I am a sitting duck waiting to be attacked. These
laws do not help anyone but perpetrators who can go undetected by police. No sex worker
should be forced to work under the conditions of the PCEPA.
The PCEPA Limits Access to Advertising
55.

Before the PCEPA, I would travel and use newspapers to advertise my services,

including through the Sun newspapers. This was an effective way to connect with clients
who I would then be able to screen and discuss terms with. I would also use third parties
to assist with managing these advertisements, answer calls from interested clients, screen
clients, and book appointments. At the time, my advertisements were explicit. I would
provide an image of myself and a detailed description of the services that I offered. This
ensured that my clients and I had common expectations for the encounter. It was easier to
establish terms with clients, as I was able to detail my services online. When I would see
clients, everyone knew what to expect. But it has become apparent that the restrictions on
advertising make screening and negotiating terms more difficult under the PCEPA.
56.

Now, because advertising is criminalized, local newspapers will not take my ads.

Advertising websites have become few and far between. Many are shutting down, and
others are removing and banning sex workers. This limits our ability to effectively
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advertise our services. The remaining websites have become inaccessible for many sex
workers, as they are more expensive, limit types of payment method, and require sex
workers to provide more personal information, such as facial recognition and proof of
identity. On remaining third party websites, I cannot list specific details of my services.
57.

I still run advertisements on one third party website, and it is my preferred way to

solicit clients. But I need to be careful about how I phrase my advertisements or else they
might be removed by censors. This reduces my ability to clearly communicate my services
and pricing to clients. This is an unfortunate reality because advertising services offer an
important opportunity to screen and negotiate with clients.
58.

The limits on third party advertising have resulted in sex workers increasingly

relying on dating apps to advertise – which can reinforce dangers as communication is
monitored and not permitted for the purpose of sex work on these platforms. Often, it
results in potential clients calling me from private numbers, unwilling to engage in
discussions that would allow me to properly screen them. These clients want to debate
prices, and often do not show up to scheduled appointments. It makes it very challenging
to advertise and solicit clients online. In the circumstances where I have met clients from
these platforms, they have often acted hostile towards me because of our disconnected
expectations.
59.

These challenges with online advertising moves more of my work to public spaces,

even though I would prefer to work from home. This holds true for many sex workers that
I work with – when we cannot advertise effectively online, we are forced to move our
workspaces to completely unfamiliar outdoor settings.
The PCEPA has Daily Consequences for the Lives of Sex Workers
60.

The current laws enable harmful stereotypes about sex workers. We experience

stigma because of the work we do – but also because of the other assumptions that come
along with it – such as assuming sex work and drug use are always connected, and that
sex workers are sexual predators, deviants, and criminals. We are seen as violent people
who cannot be trusted around children. We are seen as coercing people into sex work. All
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of these misconceptions are simply not true – but the laws shape the way that we are
viewed and treated by society. I have experienced each of these harmful stereotypes.
61.

These stereotypes transfer to the healthcare setting. When I disclosed my

involvement in sex work to my doctor, they responded that I need to get tested for HIV
and sexually transmitted infections. Before even listening to my health concerns, my
doctor revealed their ignorance and stereotypes towards me by assuming that I work
unsafely. Healthcare is just one arena that is shaped by the consequences of the laws on
sex work. Healthcare providers need to provide services that are helpful and address the
expressed needs of patients who are sex workers.
62.

Access to housing is another area that is shaped by the laws on sex work. Proof of

employment and income are required to secure housing. However, sex workers are denied
these records because our work is criminalized, making required documents unavailable.
When we are able to obtain housing without these records, we are always at risk of eviction
if we work from home because our work has been criminalized. Sex workers need to be
able to obtain housing that is secure and protects our safety – just like everyone else. Every
day that I work at home, I fear that someone is going to call the police or try to evict me.
This is a reality for many of the sex workers that I work with, and it causes us to rent
places that are more isolated and disconnected from supports and community.
63.

The current laws also inform what services are provided to sex workers. The

PCEPA has taken many supports and services away from sex workers, by incorrectly
conflating sex work with human trafficking. Many service agencies assume that sex
workers are “pushed into” this work, that we are “exploited”, and that we do not want to
engage in it. This silences the voices and needs of sex workers by making assumptions
about what sex workers need, rather than what we actually want. It results in many
agencies adopting an approach that they need to “save” sex workers from ourselves. But
we do not need saving. Nor do we need “exiting”. We need services that support us, rather
than victimize us. We need services that empower us to live mentally and physically
healthy lives, and allow our community to work together in safe ways.
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64.

But many social service agencies disregard our humanity and agency. There are

many agencies that I once accessed, but that will no longer provide me supports unless I
identify as a victim of human trafficking and/or state that I want to leave the sex industry.
Neither of these statements is true. This has resulted in very few agencies providing sex
workers with services to help us feel safe and supported. This leaves sex workers with
very limited resources, which are only provided from often underfunded agencies.
65.

For myself and other Indigenous sex workers, the PCEPA is an extension of

colonial laws used to control us based on who we are and what we do for work. Canada
has determined what is and what is not acceptable, and the current laws on sex work are
an example of their attempt to erase our community through intentionally creating
dangerous conditions for our work.
Benefits of Engaging in Sex Work
66.

As a trans woman, I have had police and service providers ask me “what’s your

boy name?” and mis-gender me, even though I have legally changed my name. Public
spaces are not a space where I am safe – especially during the late hours of the night.
While police and members of the public use methods of disempowerment to try to degrade
my humanity, sex work has allowed me to feel validated in who I am – particularly as a
trans woman. I have met people who value and respect me. Without sex work, I would not
have the financial security that I enjoy today, and I feel so thankful for that. I am able to
engage with clients who embrace my gender identity and do not discriminate against me
because of who I am. It has provided me with work to do and a very comfortable life.
67.

Sex work is valuable. It allows sex workers to get out of difficult situations that

they may be in – I escaped poverty, am able to feed my family, secure housing, and have
access to other opportunities that I have never had before. I was able to graduate from
college, which was made possible through the money that I earned in sex work. Sex work
has allowed me to further my goals, and enjoy the basic human needs that we all deserve.
68.

If sex work became decriminalized, the experiences and outcomes of sex workers

would be transformed. We would not be pushed into vulnerable situations. We would not
be treated like criminals and blamed for the violence targeted at us through the law. Who
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are we hurting by engaging in sex work? We are not hurting anyone. Our work is
consensual. The PCEPA only serves to harm sex workers.
69.

I wonder how I have survived from all of the violence and police aggression that I

have experienced under the criminalization of sex work. I have to carefully navigate the
laws to stay alive. The laws have shaped my work in a way that deprives me from being
able to make informed decisions. I feel like no one would care if I was lying half dead on
the ground.
70.

Sex workers are simply not seen as important by police and policy-makers who

are supposed to protect us. The current legal regime creates toxicity and violence in our
lives. The laws prevent us from working safely and having access to the labour protections
that are extended to every other occupation. It is time for sex workers to be recognized as
human beings.
71.

I affirm this affidavit in support of the Application.
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